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1PROPERTY (gb) THROUGH LOCAL SPECTRAL THEORY
PIETRO AIENA, JESUS R. GUILLEN, AND PEDRO PE~NA
Abstract. Property (gb) for a bounded linear operator T 2 L(X) on a Ba-
nach space X means that the points  of the approximate point spectrum for
which I   T is upper semi B-Weyl are exactly the poles of the resolvent.
In this paper we shall give several characterizations of property (gb). These
characterizations are obtained by using typical tools from local spectral theory.
We also show that property (gb) holds for large classes of operators and prove
the stability of property (gb) under some commuting perturbations.
1. Introduction
Property (b) for bounded linear operators on Banach spaces, has been intro-
duced by Berkani and Zariuoh ([20] and [21]), and this property may be thought,
in a sense, as stronger versions of the classical a-Browder's theorem. In this paper
we consider a stronger variant of property (b), the so-called property (gb), also
introduced in [20] and [21], and studied in the more recent papers [19] and [10]. In
particular, we show that this property may be characterized by means of typical
tools of local spectral theory. Indeed, property (gb) for T holds if and only if
its dual T  has SVEP at the points of ga(T ), where ga(T ) denotes the set of
all points  of the approximate point spectrum for which I   T is upper semi
B-Weyl (in the sense of [18]), and this is equivalent to saying that all the points
of ga(T ) are isolated in the spectrum. Furthermore, property (gb) for T may be
characterized through the analytic core K(I   T ), as  ranges at the points of
ga(T ). We also show that property (gb) holds for large classes of operators. In
the last part we consider the permanence of property (gb) under some commuting
perturbations.
2. Definitions and preliminary results
Let T 2 L(X) be a bounded linear operator on an innite-dimensional complex
Banach space X, and denote by (T ) and (T ), the dimension of the kernel ker T
and the codimension of the range R(T ) := T (X), respectively. Let
+(X) := fT 2 L(X) : (T ) <1 and T (X) is closedg
denote the class of all upper semi-Fredholm operators, and let
 (X) := fT 2 L(X) : (T ) <1g
denote the class of all lower semi-Fredholm operators. If T 2 (X) := +(X)[
 (X), the index of T is dened by ind (T ) := (T ) (T ). If (X) := +(X)\
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 (X) denotes the set of all Fredholm operators, the set of Weyl operators is
dened by
W (X) := fT 2 (X) : indT = 0g;
the class of upper semi-Weyl operators is dened by
W+(X) := fT 2 +(X) : indT  0g;
and class of lower semi-Weyl operators is dened by
W (X) := fT 2  (X) : indT  0g:
Clearly,W (X) =W+(X)\W(X). The classes of operators above dened generate
the following spectra: the Weyl spectrum, dened by
w(T ) := f 2 C : I   T =2W (X)g;
and the upper semi-Weyl spectrum, dened by
uw(T ) := f 2 C : I   T =2W+(X)g:
Let p := p(T ) be the ascent of an operator T ; i.e. the smallest non-negative
integer p such that ker T p = ker T p+1(X). If such integer does not exist we
put p(T ) = 1. Analogously, let q := q(T ) be the descent of T ; i.e the smallest
non-negative integer q such that T q(X) = T q+1(X), and if such integer does not
exist we put q(T ) = 1. It is well known that if p(T ) and q(T ) are both nite
then p(T ) = q(T ), see [1, Theorem 3.3].
The class of all Browder operators is dened
B(X) := fT 2 (X) : p(T ); q(T ) <1g;
while the class of all upper semi-Browder operators is dened
B+(X) := fT 2 +(X) : p(T ) <1g:
Obviously, B(X) W (X) and B+(X) W+(X), see [1, Theorem 3.4].
Semi-Fredholm operators have been generalized by Berkani ([16], [18] and [17])
in the following way: for every T 2 L(X) and a nonnegative integer n let us
denote by T[n] the restriction of T to T
n(X), viewed as a map from the space
Tn(X) into itself (we set T[0] = T ). T 2 L(X) is said to be semi B-Fredholm,
(resp. B-Fredholm, upper semi B-Fredholm, lower semi B-Fredholm,) if for some
integer n  0 the range Tn(X) is closed and T[n] is a semi-Fredholm operator
(resp. Fredholm, upper semi-Fredholm, lower semi-Fredholm). In this case T[m]
is a semi-Fredholm operator for all m  n ([18]) with the same index of T[n]. This
enables one to dene the index of a semi B-Fredholm as ind T = ind T[n].
A bounded operator T 2 L(X) is said to be B-Weyl (respectively, upper semi
B-Weyl, lower semi B-Weyl) if for some integer n  0 the range Tn(X) is closed
and T[n] is Weyl (respectively, upper semi-Weyl. lower semi-Weyl). The B-Weyl
spectrum is dened by
bw(T ) := f 2 C : I   T is not B-Weylg;
and, analogously, the upper semi B-Weyl spectrum of T is dened by
ubw(T ) := f 2 C : I   T is not upper semi B-Weylg:
The concept of Drazin invertibility has been introduced in a more abstract
setting than operator theory. In the case of the Banach algebra L(X), T 2 L(X)
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is said to be Drazin invertible (with a nite index) if p(T ) = q(T ) <1, and this
is equivalent to saying that T = T0T1, where T0 is invertible and T1 is nilpotent,
see [25, Corollary 2.2] and [28, Prop. A]. Every B-Fredholm operator T admits
the representation T = T0 T1, where T0 is Fredholm and T1 is nilpotent [17], so
every Drazin invertible operator is B-Fredholm. Drazin invertibility for bounded
operators suggests the following denition:
Denition 2.1. T 2 L(X) is said to be left Drazin invertible if p := p(T ) < 1
and T p+1(X) is closed.
The Drazin spectrum is then dened as
d(T ) := f 2 C : I   T is not Drazin invertibleg;
while the left Drazin spectrum is dened as
ld(T ) := f 2 C : I   T is not left Drazin invertibleg:
In the sequel we denote by a(T ) the approximate point spectrum, dened by
a(T ) := f 2 C : I   T is not bounded belowg;
where an operator is said to be bounded below if it is injective and has closed
range. The classical surjective spectrum of T is denoted by s(T ).
In the following we need the following elementary lemma:
Lemma 2.2. If T 2 L(X) is injective and upper semi B-Fredholm then T is
bounded below.
Proof. If T is upper semi B-Fredholm then there exists n 2 N such that Tn(X)
is closed. By assumption (T ) < 1, and this implies that (Tn) < 1, so Tn
is upper semi-Fredholm and by the classical Fredholm theory we deduce that T
is upper semi-Fredholm. Consequently, T (X) is closed and hence T is bounded
below.
It is known that if T is a Weyl operator and either p(T ) or q(T ) is nite then
T is Browder, see [1, Theorem 3.4, part (iv)]. This result, in the framework of
B-Fredholm theory, may be generalized as follows:
Theorem 2.3. For an operator T 2 L(X) the following statements hold:
(i) If T is upper semi B-Weyl and q(T ) <1 then T is Drazin invertible.
(ii) If T is lower semi B-Weyl and p(T ) <1 then T is Drazin invertible.
(iii) If T is B-Weyl and has either ascent or descent nite then T is Drazin
invertible.
Proof. (i) Suppose that T is upper semi B-Weyl and q(T ) <1. Then there exists
n 2 N such that Tn(X) is closed and T[n] is upper semi-Weyl, i.e. T[n] is upper
semi-Fredholm with indT[n]  0. Moreover, T[m] is upper semi-Weyl for allm  n.
Suppose that q := q(T ) <1. Consider the operator T[m] : Tm(X)! Tm(X). It
is evident that
R(T[m]) = T
m+1(X) = Tm(X); for all m  q;
thus T[m] is onto, i.e q(T[m]) = 0. Now, choose m  maxfn; qg then T[m] is both
onto and upper semi- Weyl. Then indT[m] = (T[m])  0, from which we obtain
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indT[m] = 0 and hence (T[m] = (T[m]) = 0, i.e. T[m] is invertible. Consequently,
T k[m] is invertible for all k 2 N. Therefore,
kerT k \ Tm(X) = kerT k[m] = f0g for all k 2 N;
which implies that p(T ) <1, by [1, Lemma 3.2, part (i)].
(ii) Assume that T is lower semi B-Weyl and p := p(T ) <1. Then there exists
n 2 N such that Tn(X) is closed and T[n] is lower semi-Fredholm and indT[n]  0.
Moreover, T[m] is lower semi- Weyl for all m  n. By [1, Lemma 3.2, part (i)] the
assumption p := p(T ) <1 entails that
ker T[m] = ker T \ Tm(X) = f0g for all natural m  p:
Choosing m  maxfn; pg then T[m] is both injective and lower semi- Weyl, hence
indT[m] =  (T[m])  0, so indT[m] = 0, and hence T[m] is invertible, since
(T[m] = (T[m]) = 0. Consequently,
Tm+1(X) = R(T[m]) = T
m(X);
and hence q(T ) <1.
(iii) It is evident from part (i) and (ii), since T is both upper and lower semi
B-Weyl.
Let T 2 L(X) and d 2 N. According Grabiner [23] T is said to have uniform
descent for n  d if T (X)+ker Tn = T (X)+kerT d for all n  d. If, in addition,
T (X) + kerT d is closed then T is said to have topological uniform descent for
n  d. Note that if either of the quantities (T ), (T ), p(T ), q(T ) is nite then
T has uniform descent. Dene
(T ) := fn 2 N : m  n;m 2 N) Tn(X) \ ker T  Tm(X) \ ker Tg:
The degree of stable iteration is dened as dis(T ) := inf (T ) if (T ) 6= ;, while
dis(T ) =1 if (T ) = ;.
Denition 2.4. T 2 L(X) is said to be quasi-Fredholm of degree d, if there
exists d 2 N such that:
(a) dis(T ) = d,
(b) Tn(X) is a closed subspace of X for each n  d,
(c) T (X) + ker T d is a closed subspace of X.
Clearly, quasi-Fredholm operators are precisely all operators T 2 L(X) that
has topological uniform descent n  d and such that T d+1(X) is closed, see for
details [26]. It is easily seen that if T 2 QF (d) then T  2 QF (d).
Theorem 2.5. ([2]) If T 2 QF (d) then following statements are equivalent:
(i) p(T ) <1;
(ii) a(T ) does not cluster at 0;
Moreover, if these equivalent conditions are satised then T is upper semi B-
Fredholm operator with index indT  0.
The next result is dual to the result of Theorem 2.5.
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Theorem 2.6. ([2]) If T 2 QF (d) then following statements are equivalent:
(i) q(T ) <1;
(ii) s(T ) does not cluster at 0;
Moreover, if these equivalent conditions are satised then T is lower semi B-
Fredholm operator with index indT  0.
3. property (gb)
The concept of pole of the resolvent suggests the following denition:
Denition 3.1. Let T 2 L(X), X a Banach space. If I   T is left Drazin
invertible and  2 a(T ) then  is said to be a left pole. A left pole  is said
to have nite rank if (I   T ) < 1. If I   T is right Drazin invertible and
 2 s(T ) then  is said to be a right pole. A right pole  is said to have nite
rank if (I   T ) <1.
Denote by (T ) and a(T ) the set of all poles and the set of left poles of T ,
respectively. Clearly, a(T ) = a(T ) n ld(T ). Obviously, (T )  iso(T ), and
analogously we have
(1) a(T )  isoa(T ) for all T 2 L(X):
In fact, if 0 2 a(T ) then I   T is left Drazin invertible and hence I   T 2
QF (d). This implies that I   T has topological uniform descent and since
p(0I T ) <1 it then follows, from Corollary 4.8 of [23], that I T is bounded
below in a punctured disc centered at 0.
Dene
ga(T ) := a(T ) n ubw(T ):
It should be noted that the set ga(T ) may be empty. This is, for instance, the case
of a right shift R on `2(N). In this case a(R) is the unit circle, so isoa(R) = ;.
Furthermore, R has SVEP and hence, by [12, Corolary 2.12], a(R) = ubw(R).
Lemma 3.2. If T 2 L(X) then
(2) ga(T ) = f 2 C : I   T is upper semi B-Weyl and 0 < (I   T )g:
Furthermore, a(T )  ga(T ).
Proof. The inclusion  in (2) is obvious. To show the opposite inclusion,
suppose that  2 ga(T ). There is no harm if we assume  = 0. Then T is upper
semi B-Weyl and 0 2 a(T ). Both conditions entail that (T ) > 0 (otherwise if
(T ) = 0, and hence p(T ) = 0, then, by [26, Lemma 12 ], we have T (X) closed.
Thus 0 =2 a(T ), a contradiction). Therefore the equality (2) holds.
To show the inclusion a(T )  a(T ), let assume that  2 a(T ) = a(T ) n
ld(T ). Since I   T is left pole then  2 a(T ), and I   T is left Drazin
invertible, hence, upper semi B-Weyl. Therefore a(T )  ga(T ).
The following class of operators has been introduced in [20].
Denition 3.3. T 2 L(X) satises property (gb) if ga(T ) = (T ).
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In order to give some characterizations of property (gb) by means of local
spectral theory, we now give some denitions. Let X be a complex Banach space
and T 2 L(X). The operator T is said to have the single valued extension property
at 0 2 C (abbreviated SVEP at 0), if for every open disc U of 0, the only
analytic function f : U ! X which satises the equation (I   T )f() = 0 for
all  2 U is the function f  0.
An operator T 2 L(X) is said to have SVEP if T has SVEP at every point  2 C.
Evidently, an operator T 2 L(X) has SVEP at every point of the resolvent
(T ) := C n (T ), and both T and T  have SVEP at the isolated points of the
spectrum. From denition of SVEP we easily obtain:
a(T ) does not cluster at ) T has SVEP at ;
and, by duality,
s(T ) does not cluster at ) T  has SVEP at :
Note that if T is quasi-Fredholm then the above implications are equivalence,
see [2]. Property (gb) may be characterized by means of localized SVEP as follows.
Theorem 3.4. For a bounded operator T 2 L(X) the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) T satises property (gb);
(ii) ga(T )  iso(T );
(iii) ga(T )  isos(T );
(iv) T  has SVEP at every  2 ga(T );
(v) q(I   T ) <1 for all  2 ga(T ).
Proof. The implication (i) ) (ii) is obvious, since (T )  iso(T ).
The implication (ii)) (iii) easily follows, once observed that the isolated points
of the spectrum belong to s(T ).
The implication (iii) ) (iv) is clear: for every operator T , its dual T  has
SVEP at the points  2 isos(T ).
(iv) ) (v) If  2 ga(T ), then I   T is upper semi B-Weyl, in particular
quasi-Fredholm. By Theorem 2.5 we then have q(I   T ) <1.
(v) ) (i) If  2 ga(T ) then I   T is upper semi B-Weyl and, by Theorem
2.3, the condition q(I   T ) < 1 entails that  is a pole of the resolvent, thus
ga(T )  (T ). The opposite inclusion is always true for any operator, since for
a pole  we have that I   T is Drazin invertible, and in particular I   T is
upper semi B-Weyl. Therefore, ga(T ) = (T ).
Corollary 3.5. If T  has SVEP then T satises property (gb).
Remark 3.6. Set a(T ) := a(T )nuw(T ). Recall that T 2 L(X) is said to satisfy
property (b) if a(T ) = p00(T ), where p00(T ) = (T )nb(T ), i.e., p00(T ) is the set
of all poles having nite rank. Since ubw(T )  uw(T ), we have a(T )  ga(T ),
hence, by Theorem 3.4, property (gb) entails that a(T )  iso(T ), and the last
inclusion holds precisely when T satises property (b), see [10, Theorem 2.1].
Therefore,
property (gb)) property (b):
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Property (b) for T implies a-Browder's theorem for T , i.e. uw(T ) = ub(T ), see
[10] for details. Furthermore, a-Browder's theorem is equivalent to generalized
a-Browder's theorem, i.e., ubw(T ) = ld(T ), see [6, Theorem 2.5].
The next example shows that the SVEP for T does not ensure, in general, that
property (gb) holds for T .
Example 3.7. Let R 2 L(`2(N)) denote the right shift and let P 2 L(`2(N)) be
the idempotent operator dened by P (x) := (0; x2; x3; : : : ) for all x = (x1; x2; : : : ) 2
`2(N). It is easily seen that if T := R  P then (T ) = D(0; 1), where D(0; 1)
denotes the closed unit disc, and a(T ) =  [f0g, where   denotes the unit circle.
Since ubw(T ) =  , we then have 
g
a(T ) = f0g, while since (T ) has no isolated
points, we have (T ) = ;. Therefore, T does not have property (gb), while T
inherits SVEP from R and P .
The quasi-nilpotent part of T , is dened as follows:
H0(T ) := fx 2 X : lim
n!1 kT
nxk 1n = 0g:
It is easily seen that ker Tn  H0(T ) for every n 2 N, so N1(T )  H0(T ),
where N1(T ) := S1n=1 ker Tn denotes the hyper-kernel of T .
An other important subspace in local spectral theory is given by the analytic
core K(T ). To dene this subspace, recall that the local resolvent set of T at the
point x 2 X, is the set T (x) dened as the union of all open subsets U of C
for which there exists an analytic function f : U ! X with the property that
(I   T )f() = x for all  2 U . The local spectrum T (x) of T at x is the set
dened by T (x) := CnT (x). For every subset F of C, then the analytic spectral
subspace of T associated with F is dened as the set XT (F ) := fx 2 X : T (x) 
Fg. Note that K(T )  T1(X)  Tn(X), where T1(X) := T1n=0 Tn(X) denotes
the hyper-range of T , and T (K(T )) = K(T ), see [1, Theorem 1.21].
The two subspaces H0(T ) and K(T ) are, in general, not closed, and, by [1,
Theorem 2.31]
(3) H0(I   T ) closed) T has SVEP at :
Furthermore, if  2 iso(T ) then X = H0(I T )K(I T ) , see [1, Theorem
3.74]. Consequently, if T has property (gb) then
X = H0(I   T )K(I   T ) for all  2 ga(T )(4)
since ga(T )  (T ). The following results show that property (gb) may be
characterized by some conditions that are formally weaker than the one expressed
by the decomposition (4).
Theorem 3.8. For an operators T 2 L(X) the following statements are equiva-
lent:
(i) T satises property (gb);
(ii) X = H0(I   T ) +K(I   T ) for all  2 ga(T );
(iii) there exists a natural  := () such that K(I   T ) = (I   T )(X) for
all  2 ga(T );
(iv) X = N1(I   T ) + (I   T )1(X) for all  2 ga(T );
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(v) there exists a natural  := () such that (I   T )1(X) = (I   T )(X)
for all  2 ga(T ).
Proof. (i) ) (ii) Clear, as observed in (4).
(ii) ) (i) The condition X = H0(I   T ) + K(I   T ) is equivalent to the
inclusion  2 isos(T ), see [22, Theorem 5]. Hence ga(T )  isos(T ) and from
Theorem 3.4 it immediately follows that T satises property (gb).
(i), (iii) If T satises property (gb) then, by Theorem 3.4, q := q(I T ) <1
for all  2 ga(T ), so (I   T )1(X) = (I   T )q(X). Since I   T is upper semi
B-Fredholm, then there exists  2 N such that (I T )n(X) is closed for all n  ,
so (I   T )1(X) is closed. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.4 of [23], the restriction
I   T j(I   T )1(X) is onto, so I   T )((I   T )1(X)) = (I   T )1(X). By
[1, Theorem 1.22] it then follows that (I T )1(X)  K(I T ), and, since the
reverse inclusion holds for every operator, we then conclude that (I T )1(X) =
K(I   T ) = (I   T )q(X).
Conversely, let  2 ga(T ) be arbitrary given and suppose that there exists a
natural  := () such that K(I   T ) = (I   T )(X). Then we have
(I   T )(X) = K(I   T ) = (I   T )(K(I   T )) = (I   T )+1(X);
thus q(I   T )  . By Theorem 3.4 we the conclude that property (gb) holds
for T .
(ii) , (iv) Every semi B-Fredholm operator has topological uniform ascent
([18]), so, by [27, Corollary 2.8],
H0(I   T ) +K(I   T ) = N1(I   T ) + (I   T )1(X);
for every  2 ga(T ).
(i) , (v) Suppose that T satises property (gb). By Theorem 3.4 then q :=
q(I   T ) <1 for all  2 ga(T ), and hence (I   T )1(X) = (I   T )q(X) for
all  2 ga(T ). Conversely, suppose that (v) holds and  2 ga(T ). Then
(I   T )(X) = (I   T )1(X)  (I   T )+1(X);
and since (I   T )n+1(X)  (I   T )n(X) for all n 2 N, we then obtain that
(I   T )(X) = (I   T )+1(X). Hence q(I   T )  , so T satises property
(gb) by Theorem 3.4.
Property (gb) is related to Browder type theorems as follows:
Theorem 3.9. If T 2 L(X) the following statements are equivalent:
(i) T satises property (gb);
(ii) T satises a-Browder's theorem and bw(T ) \ga(T ) = ;;
(iii) T satises Browder's theorem and bw(T ) \ga(T ) = ;.
Proof. The equivalence (i) , (ii) has been proved in [20, Theorem 2.15]. a-
Browder's theorem entails Browder's theorem, so (ii) ) (iii). Suppose (iii). If
 2 ga(T ), then I   T is B-Weyl, hence  =2 bw(T ) = d(T ), since Browder's
theorem holds for T . Therefore  is a pole and hence is an isolated point of (T ).
By Theorem 3.4 we conclude that T has property (gb).
An operator T 2 L(X) is said to be a-polaroid is every isolated point of a(T )
is a pole, while T 2 L(X) is said to be polaroid is every isolated point of (T ) is
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a pole. Since iso(T )  isoa(T ) (it is known that every isolated point of (T )
belongs to a(T )), then every a-polaroid operator is polaroid, while the converse,
in general, is not true. Note that 2 L(X) is polaroid if and only if T  is polaroid.
Theorem 3.10. If T 2 L(X) is a-polaroid then the properties (b), (gb), and
a-Browder's theorem for T , are equivalent.
Proof. We know that for every T 2 L(X) we have (gb)) (b)) a-Browder's the-
orem, so we have only to prove that a-Browder's theorem for T implies property
(gb) for T . Since a-Browder's theorem and generalized a-Browder's theorem are
equivalent we have ubw(T ) = ld(T ). Therefore 
g
a(T ) = a(T )nld(T ) = a(T ).
From the inclusion (3.15) we know that every left pole  is an isolated point of
a(T ). Our assumption that T is a-polaroid entails that  2 (T ), and hence
ga(T )  (T ), from which we conclude that property (gb) holds for T .
Corollary 3.11. Suppose that T 2 L(X) is a-polaroid and has SVEP. Then
property (gb) holds for T .
Proof. T satises a-Browder's theorem.
The result of Theorem 3.10 cannot be extended to polaroid operators. For
instance, if T is dened as in Example 3.7, then T is polaroid and satises a-
Browder's theorem, since T has SVEP, while property (gb) does not hold for T .
Property (gb) is related to a Weyl type theorem, the so-called property (gw),
introduced in [15] (other Weyl type theorems are Weyl's theorem, and a-Weyl's
theorem, in their form generalized or not, see [5]). Property (gw) means that
ga(T ) = E(T ), where E(T ) := f 2 iso(T ) : (I   T ) > 0g. In such a case
we have ga(T )  iso(T ), so property (gw) for T trivially entails property (gb).
This result has been proved in [20], but our argument is very simple. It should
be noted that the SVEP for T entails that (T ) = a(T ).
We have seen, in Example 3.7, that the SVEP for T does not ensure that
property (gb) holds for T . However, the following result shows that in the case
of polaroid operators, property (gb) holds for T .
Theorem 3.12. Suppose that T 2 L(X) is polaroid. Then we have:
(i) T satises property (gw) if and only if T satises property (gb).
(ii) If T has SVEP then T  satises property (gb), and in this case all Weyl
type theorem hold for T .
Proof. To show the equivalence (i) it suces to prove that property (gb) implies
property (gw). Clearly, (T )  E(T ). Conversely, the polaroid condition entails
that every  2 E(T ) is a pole of the resolvent, hence (T ) = E(T ), from which
the equivalence (i) follows.
(ii) The SVEP for T entails a-Browder's theorem for T . Moreover, T  is
polaroid and the SVEP for T implies that (T ) = (T ) = s(T ) = (T ), see [1,
Corollary 2.45]. Hence T  is a-polaroid, so by Theorem 3.10 T  has property (gb).
From part (i) it then follows that T  satises property (gw), and this property,
see [5, Theorem 3.10], is equivalent to all Weyl type theorems.
In the sequel we give some results concerning the stability of property (gb)
under some commuting perturbations.
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A bounded operator is said to be nitely polaroid if every isolated point of the
spectrum is a pole of nite rank.
Theorem 3.13. Suppose that T is nite polaroid which has SVEP. Then T +Q
satises property (gb) for every quasi-nilpotent operator Q commuting with T .
Proof. We prove rst that T + Q is polaroid. Let  2 iso(T + Q). It
is well-known that the spectrum is invariant under commuting quasi-nilpotent
perturbations, thus  2 iso(T ) and hence is a pole of the resolvent of T (con-
sequently, an eigenvalue of T ). Therefore, p := p(I   T ) = q(I   T ) <1 and
since by assumption (I  T ) <1 we then have (I  T ) = (I  T ), see [1,
Theorem 3.4], so I T is Browder. By a result of Rakocevic ([31]) we know that
the class of Browder operators is stable under commuting Riesz perturbations,
in particular under quasi-nilpotent commuting perturbations, so I   (T +Q) is
Browder, and hence  is a pole of the resolvent of T +Q, which shows that T +Q
is polaroid.
Now, the SVEP from T is transmitted to T +Q, see [13], and this implies, as
observed in the proof of Theorem 3.12, that T  + Q is a-polaroid. Moreover,
the SVEP for T +Q implies that T  +Q satises a-Browder's theorem, see [7,
Theorem 2.4]. By Theorem 3.10, we then conclude that property (gb) holds for
T  +Q.
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that T 2 L(X) has SVEP and isoa(T ) = ;. Then we
have
(i) T +Q satises property (gb) for every commuting quasi-nilpotent operator
Q.
(ii) T +K satises property (gb) for every commuting nite rank operator K.
Proof. (i) It is well known that a(T ) = a(T +Q) for every commuting quasi-
nilpotent operator Q. Therefore isoa(T + Q) = ;, from which we conclude
that (T + Q) is empty, since a pole of the resolvent is an isolated point of the
spectrum which belongs to the approximate point spectrum.
It remains only to show that ga(T + Q) = ;. Suppose that ga(T + Q) is
nonempty and let  2 ga(T +Q) = a(T +Q) n ubw(T +Q). The SVEP for T
is inherited by T +Q, and since I   (T +Q) is upper semi B-Weyl, the SVEP
of T + Q at  implies, by Theorem 2.5, that a(T + Q) does not cluster at .
But  2 a(T +Q), so  is an isolated point of a(T +Q) and this is impossible.
Therefore,
(T +Q) = ga(T +Q) = ;:
(ii) Observe rst that, by [3, Theorem 2.5], we have a(T ) = a(T + K), so
a(T +K) has no isolated points. Furthermore, the SVEP for T is inherited by
T + K, see [3, Lemma 2.8]. The statement may be proved by using the same
arguments of the proof of part (i).
It should be noted that both the conditions isoa(T ) = ; and T has SVEP
are satised by every not quasi-nilpotent unilateral right shift T on `p(N), with
1  p <1, see [30, Proposition 1.6.15].
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Let H((T )) be the set of all analytic functions dened on a neighborhood of
(T ), and, for every f 2 H((T ))., let f(T ) be dened by means of the classical
functional calculus.
Theorem 3.15. Let T 2 L(X) be such that there exists 0 2 C such that
(5) K(0I   T ) = f0g and ker (0I   T ) = f0g:
Then property (gb) holds for f(T ) for all f 2 H((f(T )).
Proof. For all complex  6= 0 we have ker (I   T )  K(0I   T ), so that
ker (I   T ) = f0g for all  2 C. Therefore, the puntual spectrum p(T ) is
empty.
We show that also p(f(T )) = ;. To see this, let  2 (f(T )) and write
  f() = p()g(), where g is analytic on an open neighborhood U containing
(T ) and without zeros in (T ), p a polynomial of the form p() = nk=1(k )k ;
with distinct roots 1; : : : ; n lying in (T ). Then
I   f(T ) = nk=1(kI   T )kg(T ):
Since g(T ) is invertible, p(T ) = ; implies that ker (I   f(T )) = f0g for all
 2 C, so p(f(T )) = ;.
To prove that property (gb) holds for f(T ), observe rst that (f(T )) is empty,
since each pole is an eigenvalue. So we need only to prove that ga(f(T )) is empty.
Suppose that there exists  2 ga(f(T )). Then  2 a(f(T )) and I   f(T ) is
upper semi B-Weyl. Since p(f(T )) = ; we have that I f(T ) is injective, hence,
by Lemma 2.2, I   f(T ) is bounded below, i.e.  =2 a(f(T )), a contradiction.
Therefore f(T ) satises property (gb).
The conditions of Theorem 3.15 are satised by any injective operator for
which the hyperrange T1(X) is f0g, since K(T )  T1(X) for all T 2 L(X). In
particular, the conditions of Theorem 3.15 are satised by a semi-shift T , i.e. T is
an isometry for which T1(X) = f0g; see [30] for details on this class of operators.
Clearly, a semi-shift T on a non-trivial Banach space is a non-invertible isometry.
It is known that, in general, the equality a(T ) = a(T + K), where K is a
nite rank operator which commutes with T , does not hold. Actually, we have
acca(T ) = acca(T +K);
while the isolated points of a(T ) and a(T +K) may be dierent, see [3].
Theorem 3.16. Let T 2 L(X) and let K 2 L(X) be a nite rank operator which
commutes with T such that a(T ) = a(T +K). If T has property (gb) then also
T +K has property (gb).
Proof. Property (gb) entails a-Browder's theorem for T , and from the equalities
uw(T ) = uw(T + K) and ub(T ) = ub(T + K) we deduce that a-Browder's
theorem holds for T +K, or equivalently generalized a-Browder's theorem holds
for T +K. From [12, Theorem 2.11] it the follows that
ga(T +K)  isoa(T +K) = isoa(T ):
Let  2 ga(T + K). Clearly, T has SVEP at every , since  2 isoa(T ) .
Since I   (T + K) is upper semi B-Fredholm, from [18] we know that also
I   (T +K) +K = I   T is upper semi B-Fredholm. and the SVEP of T at 
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implies, by Theorem 2.6, that ind (I   T )  0. Therefore,  2 ga(T ) = (T ).
Since (T ) = (T +K), see [17], then we have ga(T + K)  (T + K). The
reverse inclusion is satised for every operator, so ga(T +K) = (T +K).
A bounded operator T 2 L(X) is said to be hereditarily polaroid if the restric-
tion T jM of T to any closed invariant subspace M is polaroid. Recall that a
bounded operator T 2 L(X) is said to be algebraic if there exists a non-constant
polynomial h such that h(T ) = 0. Trivially, every nilpotent operator is algebraic
and it is well-known that every nite-dimensional operator is algebraic.
Let Hnc((T )) denote the set of all analytic functions, dened on an open
neighborhood of (T ), such that f is non constant on each of the components of
its domain.
Theorem 3.17. Suppose that T 2 L(X) is hereditarily polaroid operator which
satises SVEP, K 2 LX) an algebraic operator which commutes with T . Then
f(T  +K) satises property (gb) for every f 2 Hnc((T )).
Proof. Note rst that T +K satises SVEP, by [9, Theorem 2.14] and hence,
by [1, Theorem 2.40], also f(T +K) satises SVEP. If T is hereditarily polaroid
then T  + K is polaroid, see [4, Theorem 2.15]. By Lemma 3.11 of [5] it then
follows that f(T +K) is polaroid. Therefore, the result of Theorem 3.12 applies
to f(T  +K).
The result of Theorem 3.17 applies to many classes of operators. For instance
to the class of H(p)-operators introduced by Oudghiri in [29], where T 2 L(X) is
said to belong to the class H(p) if there exists a natural p := p() such that:
(6) H0(I   T ) = ker (I   T )p for all  2 C:
The implication (3) entails that T has SVEP and T is polaroid, by [8, Theorem
2.2]. Since the restriction ofH(p)-operators are stillH(p) then these operators are
hereditarily polaroid. Many other classes of Hilbert space operators are hered-
itarily polaroid and have SVEP, Recall that an operator T 2 L(X) is said to
be hereditarily normaloid, T 2 HN , if the restriction T jM of T , to any closed
T -invariant subspace M , is normaloid, (i.e the norm of T jM is equal to its spec-
tral radius r(T jM)). An operator T 2 L(X) is said to be totally hereditarily
normaloid, T 2 T HN , if T 2 HN and every invertible restriction T jM has a
normaloid inverse. A quasi totally hereditarily normaloid operator is an operator
T 2 L(X) for which the restriction T jT k(X), where T k(X) denotes the closure
of T k(X), is totally hereditarily normaloid for some k 2 N.
This class of operators has been introduced in [11] and examples of quasi totally
hereditarily normaloid operators on Hilbert spaces are (n; k)-quasiparanormal
operators, in particular paranormal operators, k-quasiclass A operators, k-quasi
*-paranormal operators, and (p; k)-quasihyponormal operators, see [11] for def-
initions and details. Every quasi totally hereditarily normaloid operator T is
hereditarily polaroid ([11]). Moreover, all these classes of operators have SVEP,
so Theorem 3.17 applies to them, and in particular, if T belongs to one of these
classes, then T  +K satises property (gb) for all algebraic operators K which
commute with T .
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